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Greetings!
Dear Friends,
Our community has almost always solved
problems together – putting us on a path toward helping those who face the greatest barriers. Sadly, we have seriously fallen short on
what may be our most important responsibility, providing all of our children a great education. While there have been good intentions
on past efforts, the results speak for themselves.
Five years ago, Minnesota committed to cutting what are the nation’s largest opportunity
gaps in half by 2017. Fast forward to today
and those gaps have not budged. Graduation
rates are dramatically behind where they need
to be as we, overall, rank 32nd in the nation.*
Every student in our community should
have access to a rigorous and relevant education so they may thrive in college, career
and life.

*Source: Education Week: 'Diplomas Count 2016 Map:
Graduation Rates by State, Student Group' (based on
2014 data from the U.S. Department of Education).

This vision was the impetus for Minnesota
Comeback and Great MN Schools.
So we convened dozens of community
members around systems mapping, which
identified highest-impact levers for systems change and that the school is the
unit of change. Then we established what
has grown into a broad coalition. In recent
years, as you have helped shape and build
these organizations, we’re experiencing
newfound momentum, alignment, strategy
and belief.
This work is possible, together.
The 2016-17 school year marked a critical
turning point. With our coalition, we solidified strategies to transform education
and invested more than $3.6 million toward ensuring all students have access to
a rigorous and relevant school, including
$750,000 in direct school investments.

Tad Piper
Co-chair, MN Comeback

And with a more aligned, coordinated
ecosystem, systemic transformations
are taking shape to support proven
and promising schools across sectors.
Our state is finally streamlining outof-state teacher licensure. We’ve expanded pathways for people of color to
enter the teaching profession. And in response to families seeking information
on any school’s academics or features,
we created ‘Minneapolis School Finder.’
Over 6,500 copies are out the door.
As the board chairs, we’re pleased to
share with you our first joint annual report. We hope that this report encapsulates an ecosystem that is collaborative and coordinating – and turning
strategy and hope into real progress for
students. Simply put, our work is only
made possible through your generosity of resources, time and partnership.
Thank you!

Chris Smith
Co-chair, MN Comeback

Ben Whitney
Chair, Great MN Schools
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A school-cente
We’re building a community of great schools, so all Minneapolis kids have access to a rigorous and relevant education.
Our coalition is making progress. Proven and promising
schools are growing and serving more students, more highquality teachers of color are entering the profession, and parent advocates are leading campaigns so more schools meet
students’ academic and cultural needs.

Great MN Schools makes strategic investments in proven
& promising schools
To increase student access to proven schools, we utilize a
wide array of approaches to support schools in everything
from school expansion to school improvement. Through partnerships with charter authorizers, Minneapolis Public Schools
and the independent school sector, we have developed sector-specific approaches that allow us to identify and support
the most promising schools in each sector. We’re building
long-term partnerships with each of these schools, and provide ongoing funding and support as they work to accomplish their school-specific visions.
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MN Comeback improves the broader conditions so these
schools can thrive: talent retention & recruitment, empowered families, public policy & quality facilities
Our partners inform our work, and our coalition structure
is intended to offer the education sector much-needed
coherence. Our Cabinet and Teams of volunteers, for example, provide our organization meaningful guidance and
feedback on all objectives and strategies. Our community
is working together to share expertise, align efforts and
pool resources, so schools and students succeed.

Our school-centered approach, aligned against the same
schools, is unique and responds directly to our core challenge: There aren’t enough proven and promising schools
to serve all Minneapolis students, especially those who
face significant barriers.
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Transforming the KMN Comeback invests deeply in strategies shown to help proven and promising schools succeed – recruit and retain
extraordinary educators, engage and empower families, advocate for supportive public policy, and help schools access
quality facilities. We also help elevate interdependencies, coordinating and accelerating work across levers.
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Prepare & retain transformative educators of color &
emerging teacher leaders
• Minneapolis Public Schools
• MN Education Equity Partnership
• Teach For America-Twin Cities, The School Leadership
Project & New Leaders
• Northeast College Prep
• The Coalition to Increase Teachers of Color & American
Indian Teachers in MN
Expand pathways into the teaching profession
• EdAllies
• Educators for Excellence-MN
Strengthen school accountability for families
• The MN Association of Charter School Authorizers
• Students for Education Reform-MN

Empower parents to have more influence over their child’s
education
• NewPublica
• Way to Grow
• Network for the Development of Children of African Descent
• Children’s Defense Fund-MN
• KWS
• Somali American Parent Association
• Isuroon
• Lifting Individuals & Families Together
• MN Harvest Initiative & H. White Men's Room

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

POLICY

TALENT

Increase principals’ capacity as instructional & academic
school leaders
• Achievement Network
• Relay Graduate School of Education
• TNTP

Ensure schools meet students’ academic & socialemotional needs
• Foundation for Arts & Trauma
• Search Institute
• The Culture Piece

FACILITIES RELEVANCE

The following organizations received Ecosystem Fund grants to advance the objectives that our coalition helped inform.

Support the facilities needs of proven & promising schools
• Nonprofits Assistance Fund
• IFF

-12 ecosystem
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Ecosystem
Expanding pathways into the teaching profession
Proven and promising schools should have strong school teams. Teams are
strengthened through the retention and development of effective staff, and the
ability to fill openings with high-quality, diverse candidates.
Streamlining out-of-state teacher licensure
To fix what has been a broken system, and help address educator shortages and increase teacher diversity, our grantee EdAllies rallied advocates and legislators across the aisle to pass H.F. 2, which establishes a
four-tiered model for licensure, creating clear, fair and
consistent pathways into the classroom. The overhaul
raises licensure standards while maintaining flexibility
for school leaders to hire educators who are the right
fit for their students.
Growing alternative programs
EdAllies also worked with partners to clarify the original intent of Minnesota's alternative teacher preparation law – allowing programs to operate independently from, rather than as a subsidiary to, traditional
higher education programs. The new law also includes
$750,000 in state grant dollars to support innovative homegrown training models and help nationally
renowned alternative preparation models take root in
Minnesota.

Strengthening & expanding “CUE”
The state-funded Collaborative Urban Educator teacher licensure program intended to bring people from
underrepresented populations, ethnic and cultural
backgrounds into specific high-need teaching positions. Unfortunately, CUE has offered mixed results as
the state limited the funding to four higher education
institutions with little regard for program effectiveness.
Educators for Excellence-Minnesota – a MN Comeback grantee – passed a law that increases CUE funding by $220,000 and reforms CUE so it's competitive,
based on the merits of a program's application and
track record of success.

These are just a few
ways our investments
are paying off!

Fund
Answering parents’ call for reliable information on schools
We assembled the first-of-its-kind ‘Minneapolis School Finder’ directory,
providing parents with guidance on choosing the best-fit school.
We convened and listened to several hundred parents
in various formats, before creating the resource guide
that responds to an explicit need that parents cited:
Comprehensive information on schools, from programs and
academics to hours and demographics. Minneapolis School
Finder features:
• Tips for choosing a school
• Questions to ask when touring schools
• Application & enrollment guidance
• 139 school profiles (district, charter & independent)
• Academic data & ratings

'Minneapolis School Finder' highlights
changing-the-odds schools

29

Many organizations lent their insights and time, making
Minneapolis School Finder possible – and helped distribute
6,500 copies to families:
• African American Leadership Forum
• African Immigrant Services
• Children’s Defense Fund–MN
• EdAllies
• Way to Grow
• MN Harvest Initiative
• NewPublica
• MN Independent School Forum
• Northside Funders Group
• Pillsbury United Communities
• Northside Achievement Zone
• Coalition of Somali American Leaders
• Students for Education Reform–MN
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Meet Alex!

Parent. Educator. Advocate.
The reality: All parents care about
their child’s education – no matter their
background. But systems and structures block many from having influence over their child’s education. This
includes shielding our most vulnerable families from information on any
school’s academics and culture.
Disrupting the status quo: Father-offour Alex Mingus was
subject to the school
to prison pipeline.
While his rough start
created a web of obstacles to overcome,
the self-taught advocate is empowering
scores of parents to
find their voice and
agency in their child’s
education.
Parent activists in K-12 are few and far
between. Even for this advocate and
educator (he’s a paraprofessional and
student advocate at Venture Academy), Alex struggled to help families find
best-fit schools, comprehend school
report cards or address barriers.
His experiences echo what we’ve
gleaned through systems mapping,
Design Thinking conversations, other

research and parent events: Families
want reliable, well-rounded information on schools. Changing-the-odds
schools, authorizers and policy advocates, too, have emphasized this need.
Closing the information gap: To respond to the pervasive information
gap that parents encounter, we created
‘Minneapolis
School
Finder.' It’s the firstever school resource
guide for parents, and
features tips for choosing a school, questions
to ask when touring
schools,
application
and enrollment guidance, and profiles of 139
schools in Minneapolis.
Now advocates like Alex
have information on schools to facilitate conversations with families when
they’re searching for a school or want
to better understand how their school
is performing.
Empowering more parent leaders: It
starts with closing information gaps.
But to address this highest-impact lever and unearth parent demand, it’s imperative that we nurture the growth of
parent advocates who embark on their

own parent-led campaigns. That’s why
we created a community engagement
network of organizations and families
to identify strategies, and then invested
$800,000 in groups hungry to transform how we support parent agency.
This includes supporting parents as
they design and implement their own
campaigns to change the K-12 system.
Parents are also learning from organizers in other communities. On one such
trip to Memphis, Alex shared: “We witnessed the power in arming parents
with the right questions to ask and the
confidence to stand up within schools.
Minneapolis building out a similar blueprint gives me hope.”
“Most educators have their hearts in
the right place, but it’s important to
hold systems accountable when family needs are not being met,” continued
Alex. “MN Comeback is providing families with trainings and resources to realize change – and hope – in K-12.”

29
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schools are changing-the-odds
for kids most in-need.
MN Comeback-funded
parent advocates launched
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parent-led campaigns to
change this number.

Learning, together
A growing coalition.
Our commitment to learning, together,
as a coalition of advocates, families, educators and funders, started with systems
mapping – qualitative research to identify the highest-impact levers to transform
K-12 education. It amounted to interviews with 150-plus community members. We then partnered with dozens of
organizations to commission the first-ever Minneapolis study on who
has access to academically high-performing
schools (down to the
neighborhood)
and
Design Thinking with
families with unmet
needs.
All of which set precedent for our work. Because, we can do more
together than any one
of us can do independently.
So when we launched as a nonprofit
organization in 2015, we introduced a
Cabinet and Teams of volunteers to help
identify our objectives and strategies,
and evaluate progress. We also made a
commitment to convene our coalition
quarterly to learn from one another and
connect with peers. Highlights from this
year include...

Learning about homegrown efforts,
like the Minneapolis Residency Program, that support teachers of color:
We’re proud to be the principal funder
of the district's residency program – a
strategy to increase teacher diversity,
effectiveness and retention. It prepares
25 new high-quality teacher candidates
– largely people of
color – each year.
The rigorous 13-month
graduate program is a
collaborative pathway
to licensure between
Minneapolis
Public
Schools, the University of Minnesota and
the teacher's union.
The full-time, clinically
oriented
coursework
emphasizes racial equity and pedagogical
content. It’s critical for our community
to support and learn from programs
such as this – they’re testament to how
nonconventional pathways can remove
long-standing entrance barriers to the
teacher profession many people face.
Having exposure to exemplary work
outside of our community, such as
EdNavigator: As we ramp up family engagement that is relevant to the

unique communities that comprise our city,
we’re proud to
help local advocates learn from
successful models both near and
far. This includes
hosting EdNavigator, a New Orleansbased
collective of
educators,
counselors and parents that combines
expert knowledge of schools with a
deep understanding of community to
provide families with personalized, ongoing support.
EdNavigator connects with parents at
their job (working through employers)
or at their home, empowering parents
to navigate school problems and decisions. Successful models such as this
illuminate how we can offer parents
support and ensure they receive reliable
information, from report cards to the
school itself.

4

Among our
coalition convenings,
17 educators or advocates presented
Ecosystem Fund-supported strategies
to the coalition. Total convening
attendance:

320
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Progress agai
Momentum, together...
In Minneapolis,
30,000 students
face significant
barriers, from
poverty and
mobility to
language fluency.
Of all the schools
in our city serving
predominantly
students most inneed, only 8 are
proven schools.
Together, MN
Comeback &
Great MN Schools
are tripling the
number of schools
closing the
opportunity gap in
5 years.
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Principal backer of the Minneapolis Residency
Program to increase the number of high-quality
teachers, largely of color, resulting in

3 for 3

# of
schools
at the Capitol:
that
* CUE expansion
accessed
* Out-of-state licensure
facility
* Grants for alternative programs site search
support or
Teacher participation in MN
technical
Comeback-supported programs up
services:

25 new teachers
6,500
6 schools 52%
Invested in the expansion
or improvement of

copies of
‘Minneapolis
School Finder’
out the door,
arming families
with academic
information on
schools

With community partners, launched
parent trainings that will reach

1,356 parents

year over year

1,481

5

# of potential proven seats
created (realized by FY19)

inst our levers
Total spending across MN Comeback & Great MN Schools: $3,652,244
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Talent
Community engagement
Policy
Facilities
School sectors

$1,610,653
$801,006
$262,750
$142,835
$85,000*

Expansion
$530,000
Improvement $50,000
Transformation $170,000
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Thank you,
Cabinet
members & the
75 advocates,
educators,
parents & funders
who provided
guidance in the
development of
ecosystem plans
that:
• Focus on
supporting proven
& promising
schools
• Align work
around shared
strategies
• Elevate
interdependencies

*Grants to improve the overall sector - district, charter & independent - to grow the number of proven & promising schools.
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Proven & p
1

Anthony Middle School

Proven

2

Ascension Catholic School

Promising

3

Bancroft Elementary

Promising

4

Bright Water Elementary

Promising

5

Cristo Rey Jesuit High School

Promising

6

Dowling School

Proven

7

Edison High School

Promising

8

Fair Senior High

Promising

9

Friendship Academy of the Arts

Proven

10 Green Central Park Community School

Promising

11

Promising

Hennepin Elementary School

12 Hiawatha College Prep

Promising

13

Promising

Hiawatha Collegiate High School

14 Hiawatha Community - Hiawatha Campus

Promising

Proven
High performing
• Outperform state average on MCA proficiency 2 of 3 years or
• Greater than 60 NCE on MCA growth 2 of 3 years (top 25%)

Note: Proven & promising schools are all > 40% FRL & either
located in Minneapolis or serve > 50% Minneapolis residents.
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promising schools
15 Hiawatha Community - Howe Campus

Proven

29 Justice Page Middle School (formerly Ramsey)

Proven

16 Hiawatha Leadership Academy - Morris Park

Proven

30 Risen Christ Catholic School

Promising

17

Promising

31

Promising

18 Hope Academy

Promising

32 Seward Montesorri

Promising

19 KIPP North Star Academy

Promising

33 South High School

Promising

20 KIPP North Star Primary

Promising

34 Southside Family Charter School

Promising

21 Lake Nokomis Community - Keewaydin Campus

Promising

35 St. Helena Catholic School

Promising

22 LoveWorks Academy

Promising

36 St. John Paul II Catholic Prep School

Promising

23 Lyndale Community School

Promising

37 Twin Cities International Elementrary School

Promising

24 Marcy Open School

Promising

38 Ubah Medical Academy(*)

Proven

25 New Milliennium Academy

Promising

39 Waite Park Community School

Proven

26 Northeast College Prep

Promising

40 Washburn High School

Promising

27 Pratt Community School

Promising

41 Windom Dual Immersion School

Promising

28 Prodeo Academy

Promising

(*) Not pictured, but included on our list because it serves predominantly
Minneapolis students.

Hiawatha Leadership Academy - Northrop

Sanford Middle School

Promising
High potential
• Outperform district average on MCA proficiency 2 of 3 years
or
• Greater than 50 NCE on MCA growth 2 of 3 years
Restarts & transformation
• New school model & team
• Proven school leader & school model
• Board & community support

New
• Experienced school leader in place
• Promising school model & foundation for success
On the right track
• Schools demonstrate their progress through a portfolio of their
design or a nationally normed assessment
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We’re building a comm
Great MN Schools makes strategic investments in proven and promising schools, providing the expert
guidance, funding and resources needed to create a community of great schools.
We know that every child can succeed, because great schools right here in our community are proving that it’s possible. We just
need a lot more of these schools, especially for students most in-need.
With deep expertise in developing proven and promising schools, we unite committed funders and schools in the shared work
of dramatically improving the opportunities available to Minneapolis kids. We help successful schools expand, support improvement strategies for schools that show promise, and foster the development of innovative models and strategies.

Our investment portfolio will increase the number of proven seats available, as well as build a pipeline into proven.
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munity of great schools
How we work with proven & promising
schools
The Great MN Schools team has local
and national school development expertise that allows us to take a more active role in the schools we invest in. We
empower district, charter and independent schools that demonstrate potential
for success with the resources and support they need to provide an exceptional education to more Minneapolis kids.
We support schools both through technical assistance as well as through direct investments. Proven and promising
schools interested in continual improvement have access to a suite of strategic supports, from executive coaching
to board development. For schools expanding or embarking on the hard work
of school transformation, we couple
multi-year investments with ongoing
support.
We undergo deep due diligence before

making an investment – this includes
getting to know the school leadership team, understanding the school’s
culture and instructional model, and
analyzing the school’s historical performance, through a holistic set of metrics.
For schools we’ve funded, we work sideby-side with school leaders to plan for
and monitor progress; and hold schools
accountable for meeting shared goals.
We’re committed to being a long-term
partner with school leaders, working toward our shared goals and supporting
them in achieving success.
This unique and strategic approach is
amplified by our focus on schools that
are proven or promising (there are 41
in Minneapolis), which we believe can
make the biggest difference for kids:
1. Expansion – Help successful schools
serve more kids through expansion
and replication

2. Improvement – Offer technical assistance to help proven and promising schools improve
3. Transformation – Support for
struggling schools, in partnership
with school communities and proven operators
4. Innovation – Empower teacherteams to design and pilot classroom-level innovations, with the
intention to scale those that demonstrate measureable results for
kids
5. New – Support the most promising entrepreneurs and new school
models during the planning process
and in years 1-3 of a school’s launch
Great MN Schools Fund grantees
• Hiawatha Academies
• Prodeo Academy
• Bancroft Elementary
• LoveWorks Academy
• Friendship Academy of the Arts
• Northeast College Prep

OUR goal: Invest in 30 proven & promising
schools in 5 years (that’s 12,000 seats!)
19
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Hiawatha Academies:
Paving the way.
Hiawatha Academies’ mantra: Permanently disrupt educational inequity by
ensuring a great school for every child.
While our city points to the network as
a trailblazer in eradicating belief and opportunity gaps, for the Hiawatha team,
they’re just getting started: Prepare
more scholars for success in college,
career and life – and serve them better.
Among students who are eligible for
Free or Reduced Lunch (80 percentplus of their student body) and English Language Learners (65 percent of
their students), the number of Hiawatha
scholars who are proficient in reading,
math and science typically doubles
the Minneapolis average. This includes
reading fluency among FRL students
outpacing the district average by 18
percentage points.
They’re eager to replicate success.

Photo credit: © 2016 Hiawatha Academies.
All rights reserved. Photo by Joe Dickie,
Big World Films.

It starts with a model grounded in
a teacher-student-parent team culture, offering scholars highly effective teachers in every classroom,
empowering students, and nurturing
positive character values.
Hiawatha is expanding their highperforming model to five schools
that would serve 2,300 students, up
from 1,255 this school year.
And to support its growth, Great
MN Schools has invested $650,000
in Hiawatha thus far, as a part of a
larger $1,100,000 multi-year commitment tied to enrollment and achievement milestones. This includes the
recently opened second primary
school, Hiawatha Leadership Academy-Northrop and the new Hiawatha
Collegiate High School. A new middle
school is also in the works, Hiawatha
College Prep-Northrop.

Our
partnership includes resources that position Hiawatha
to focus on the
academic support and programmatic elements needed to provide their scholars with a rigorous and relevant education, including
recruiting an exceptional teaching staff
and network leadership positions.
“We’re so grateful for the support of
Great MN Schools and MN Comeback
and their partners,” said Executive Director Eli Kramer. “Our partners' recurring year-over-year support has been
and will continue to be critical in our
ability to achieve scale and impact.”
Our community needs more change
agents to reset education. We’re glad
the staff and families at Hiawatha are
paving the way.

Hiawatha boasts a student retention rate of 94%, student
attendance of 97% & parent attendance at conferences of 99%
21

Bancroft Elementary:
Teacher-led change.
When long-time Minneapolis Public
Schools educator and administrator
Erin Glynn rallied people around a
multi-year plan for academic growth
at Bancroft Elementary, we took note.
Bancroft, an International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme
school, is located squarely between
three highest-need neighborhoods
on East 38th street and serves a diverse student body: 39 percent black,
28 percent Latino, 20 percent white,
9 percent Native American and 3 percent Asian.
Erin and her teachers wanted to make
school-based decisions that better
meet students’ needs. And, in 2014,
following the Minnesota Department
of Education designating Bancroft a
‘Focus’ school, she worked with her
teachers to re-imagine a school that
is academically strong and culturally
relevant.

Their roadmap set a high academic
bar: Increase MCA math and reading
proficiency by five percentage points
each school year. Two years in, Bancroft reading scores increased by 10
percent – exceeding their goal. But
math scores lagged. This is where we
came in.
To address the lagging math
scores, Bancroft teachers researched various math curriculums and piloted one that
they believed would better
meet the needs of their students. Upon achieving promising results, Bancroft applied
for an investment from Great
MN Schools. With the extra
support, Bancroft teachers
were able to access best-inclass professional development resources as they implemented the new, school-wide
math curriculum.

And the results are coming in. Fourth
grade math proficiency this year increased to 57 percent from 33 percent in the 2015-16 school year.
Bancroft set their bar high, but together, they are clearing that bar.

Bancroft Principal Erin Glynn

As an IB school, Bancroft created a schedule to allow for teachers to have extended collaboration &
planning time... The result: More engaging lessons leading to greater student achievement
22

Prodeo Academy:
Closing the opportunity gap.
When Prodeo Academy founders Chancey Anderson and Rick Campion set out
to provide Minneapolis families access to
a college preparatory school that develops students to be critical thinkers and
intelligent leaders, they first dedicated
two years to studying schools changing
the odds, and identifying best practices
they wanted to incorporate into their own
school model.
Their commitment to expanding students’ opportunities to contribute positively and productively to society has inspired many families – most of whom are
from marginalized or low-income backgrounds – to enroll in Prodeo.
Prodeo’s academic results inspired Great
MN Schools to support its expansion
through investing $275,000 thus far, as
part of a $375,000 multi-year commitment tied to negotiated milestones.
The investment is supporting Prodeo’s
growth, from 200 students in 2016 to 660
students as a K-8 by 2021. It’s also allowing Prodeo to build out a strategic plan to
ensure a strong instructional, operational
and financial foundation for continued
growth and long-term sustainability.

As part of our ‘community of schools,’ utes of language arts, and 100 minutes
Prodeo has also accessed MN Come- of math and science instruction each
back’s subsidized supday. Academic work is
port for the Achievesupplemented by ongoment Network and the
ing in-person and digital
Relay National Prinparent engagement –
cipals Academy. The
empowering families to
ANet assessment tool
be advocates who help
correlates with state
drive their child’s suctesting to provide an
cess throughout the K-12
accurate way to meacontinuum.
sure progress, which
ANet then supplements
Their hard work is paying
with coaching to enable
off. Overall, their scholtargeted responses to
ars are in the 94th perspecific student needs.
centile for math growth
And as part of the Reand 90th percentile for
lay fellowship, school
reading growth accordleaders are accessing
ing to the NWEA MAP
individualized job-emtest. These achievements
Prodeo Principal
bedded coaching and
are
made possible by a
Chancey Anderson
practice focused on the
culture of data-driven classaspects of school leadership that make room instruction that meets students’
the biggest differences in teacher suc- academic and social-emotional needs.
cess and student outcomes.
Prodeo’s belief: A school should be a
These technical assistance supports have place where scholars learn to read, write,
been instrumental for educators, who do math and develop their social emoprovide a rigorous curriculum that fo- tional skills to the greatest extent poscuses heavily on literacy and numeracy: sible in order to realize their talents. We
Every Prodeo student receives 180 min- couldn’t agree more.
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Risen Christ Catholic School:
A relevant education for a high-need community.
Risen Christ has been working hard to
meet their students where they’re at, academically and social emotionally.
With large Hispanic and English-as-asecond-language populations, hailing
mostly from the Phillips and Powderhorn
neighborhoods, Risen Christ offers dual
language immersion in grades K-3. “Research has proven the benefits of dual
language programs and we believe it is the
best
way
to
serve
our student
population,”
said President Mike
Rogers.
We’ve dedicated time
and space
to
understanding
the needs of
Risen Christ students
independent
schools like Risen Christ, and ensured
that our initiatives and resources are relevant to their specific context. “Great MN
Schools and MN Comeback were willing
Photo by Jill Audette
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to learn about how our needs differ from
those of charter or district schools. They
respected those differences and presented us with opportunities that were good
fits for our needs as well as included us
in bigger projects, such as ‘Minneapolis
School Finder,’” continued Mike.
Support has extended to helping Risen Christ access the Search Institute’s
REACH program
to
better understand
student
motivations and
studentteacher relationships.
Findings
from
student
surveys – plus
time
with
the Search
Institute to
analyze student feedback – helps educators better tailor instruction so it’s increasingly relevant to each students’ selfinterests.

What’s more, with support from MN
Comeback, Risen Christ was able to work
with IFF to complete a facilities assessment that helped them better understand their facility and inform their strategic and financial planning. “We now have
three different options for enhancing the
environment for our students,” said Mike.
“We received access to tools and resources we didn’t have before.”
Risen Christ has also been involved in a
data assessment project funded by MN
Comeback and the GHR Foundation to
create assessment tools for independent
schools in town. “It helps us know where
we fit in with other schools in our community,” said Mike. “I really appreciated
how they listened to our needs and customized the tool to fit our sector.”
Moreover, Mike underscored the value
of being connected to the larger K-12
system, something that independent
schools are not always included in. “There
is an intentional effort to keep nonpublic schools involved in projects like the
school finder; being part of this coalition
helps facilitate relationships with public
schools so we’re in the loop and connected to the larger system.”

Meet Dr. Russell!
School leader. Advocate. Blue Ribbon award winner.
Friendship Academy for the Arts Executive
Director Dr. Charvez Russell comes from a
deep family history of educators. Though
that wasn’t the path he envisioned
for himself. Rather, he wanted to
be a rebel. We think he’s lived up
to both esteems.

closing schools, who focused on datadriven instruction and family engagement.
In just two years, the school went from
underperforming to having a state
Multiple Measurements Rating in the
top 15th percentile for high-poverty
schools.

Following various teaching jobs in
Canton, Miss., and Minneapolis (at Dr. Charvez Charvez, now the school’s executive
City View), he took a lengthy de- Russell
director, is determined to build upon
tour with jobs in business: It wasn’t until the school’s newfound success. His goal:
2014 when he took a leap of faith and re- 80 percent proficiency in math and readentered the teaching profession.
ing next school year.
He signed on at Friendship. While the position meant teaching in a school that had
been through a recent turnaround and less
pay, Charvez jumped at the opportunity
to contribute to the improvement of the
school his own children attended. “Returning to school as an educator was a homecoming,” said Charvez.
In its own way, Friendship was also starting anew. Three years prior, its outlook was
bleak – including its authorizer threatening
closure due to low academic performance.
Friendship responded by hiring a new
leadership team of Nell Collier, an experienced Minneapolis district principal, and
Datrica Chukwu, a veteran of several gap-

“We’ve had the highest enrollment ever,
and we’re looking to expand to meet the
demand from our families. What’s been the
greatest benefit to us has and continues to
be the structural support we receive from
GMS.”
Great MN Schools has provided Friendship with planning support in a variety of
ways – helping define the role of outside
support in the process, funding for the development of a strategic growth plan, and
engaging with school leadership throughout the process. Through the creation of
a “steering team” made up of teachers,
parents, and board members, Charvez has
ensured that key voices are contributing

to the school’s core culture, principles and
vision for growth. Upon the completion of
the plan, Friendship will submit it to Great
MN Schools in consideration of implementation support for the school’s expansion.
Charvez has also accessed MN Comeback
resources, including ANet and Relay to
continue his own professional development.
“ANet and Relay provide leaders like me
with tools to implement systemic improvements, such as more and better coaching
for my teachers or tackling targeted areas
within state standards. I’m experiencing
first-hand how schools serving similar student demographics demonstrate changing-the-odds results. And as we look to
expand, these programs help to ensure
quality instruction is embedded in our
model,” continued Charvez.
Last year, the U.S. Department of Education awarded Friendship the coveted National Blue Ribbon School award for excelling academically. The school continues to
maintain a culture in which both its families
and staff can thrive. Through Friendship’s
growing success, Charvez is establishing a
new legacy for the next generation of educators to live up to.
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Thank you!
Resourcing a community of proven schools to meet students’ needs
We’re grateful to the many foundations, individuals and corporations that have come together to support
the work of MN Comeback and Great MN Schools. Their generosity and philanthropic investment are
helping to ensure every child in Minneapolis has access to a rigorous and relevant education.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albright Family Foundation
Broadwaters Foundation
Bush Foundation
The Cargill Foundation
Carlson Family Foundation
The Carolyn Foundation
David Winton Bell Foundation
Douglass Brandenborg Family Foundation
Becky Erdahl
Beth & David Finch
Frey Foundation
GHR Foundation
General Mills Foundation
I.A. O'Shuaghnessy Foundation
The Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation of Minnesota
John & Denise Graves Foundation
The Joyce Foundation
Longview Foundation
The McKnight Foundation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Minneapolis Foundation
Alberto Monserrate
Persephone Foundation
The Tad and Cindy Piper Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
RKMC Foundation for Children
Sauer Family Foundation
Carolyn Smallwood
Smikis Foundation
Social Venture Partners
Soran Foundation
Sandy Vargas
WEM Foundation
Walton Family Foundation
Sean Walker
Hamse Warfa
Whitney Family Fund
Fred & Eleanor C. Winston
Wollan and Fan Family Fund

The generous donors recognized above have made gifts through June 30, 2017.
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Organizational
MN Comeback Board of Directors, 2016-17
• Tad Piper, Co-Chair | Piper Jaffray (retired); The Tad and
Cindy Piper Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
• Chris Smith, Co-Chair | Kipsu; Longview Foundation
• Rob Albright, Treasurer | Albright Family Foundation;
Alternative Strategy Advisers
• Kate Wolford | The McKnight Foundation
• Phil Soran | Compellent Technologies (retired); Xiotech
(retired); Soran Foundation
• Becky Erdahl | Carolyn Foundation
• Kayla Yang-Best | Bush Foundation
• C. David Nelson | The Carlson Family Foundation
• Bill Graves | John & Denise Graves Foundation
• Sandy Vargas | The Minneapolis Foundation (retired)
• Hamse Warfa | Coalition of Somali American Leaders
• Carolyn Smallwood | Way to Grow
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Great MN Schools Board of Directors, 2016-17
• Ben Whitney, Chair | Argus Management
• Alberto Monserrate, Treasurer | NewPublica
• Al Fan | MN Comeback
• Beth Finch | CharterSource
• Phil Soran | Compellent Technologies (retired); Xiotech
(retired); Soran Foundation
• Sean Walker | General Mills
MN Comeback staff
• Al Fan, Executive Director
• Nicholas Banovetz, Director of Partnerships & External
Relations
• Cay Kimbrell, Director of Talent
• Rashad Turner, Director of Community Engagement
• Kristen McKittrick, Senior Development Associate

leadership
Great MN Schools staff
• Jennifer Stern, Chief Executive Officer
• Morgan Brown, Associate Director
• Sheilah Kavaney, Associate Director
• Rosie Lais, Program Manager
The 2016-17 MN Comeback Cabinet
• Maggie Sullivan, Talent Chair | Minneapolis Public Schools
• Antonio Cardona, Community Engagement Chair | Pillsbury United Communities
• Daniel Sellers, Policy Chair | EdAllies
• Kate Barr, Facilities Chair | Nonprofits Assistance Fund
• Betsy Orhn, District Schools Chair | Minneapolis Public Schools
• Molly McGraw-Healy, Charter Schools Team Chair | University of St. Thomas
• Tim Benz Independent Schools Team Chair | Minnesota Independent Schools Forum
• Jennifer Stern, Schools Team Chair | Great MN Schools
• David O’Fallon, Relevance Working Group Chair | Minnesota Humanities Center
• Bill Graves, Board of Directors Liaison | John & Denise Graves Foundation

Photo credit: © 2016 Hiawatha Academies.
All rights reserved. Photo by Joe Dickie,
Big World Films.
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Thank you, partners!
As we celebrate the progress we have made
this year, we’re so grateful for your support.
Your commitment to changing-the-odds
schools – and improving broader conditions
for these schools, from policy to talent – is inspiring. We’re proud to partner with you in this
work.
After years of thoughtful research and design
into our strategies, seeing real progress and
investments made over the last year is a big
victory for Minneapolis. We hope that you feel
the same way after reading through this annual

report. The work for this school year is already
under way; as a community, we’re better prepared than ever before to systematically address the challenges our students face.
We know that real change within schools is only
possible when our community stands together.
Thank you for your commitment that has made
all that we have accomplished so far possible.
Thank you for standing with us as we continue
pushing for a rigorous and relevant education
for all students.
With appreciation,

Al Fan
Executive Director,
MN Comeback

Jennifer Stern
Chief Executive Officer,
Great MN Schools

The work to provide more students

mncomeback.org
@MNComeback

greatmnschools.org
@GreatMNSchools

access to proven schools is possible, together.
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